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Day 1 

DEA Agents Stephen Murphy and Javier Pena-Narcos (Netflix) 

Shaun Smart-Change in driving behavior 

Day 2  

Morning Breakouts 

Narco Trafficker - Randy Thuman works in south Texas and will bring his expertise to 

the classroom. Randy has been involved with multiple-large kilo quantity seizures as 

the results of cold traffic stops.                                                    

Void Management - Rob Fletcher has over 30 years of law enforcement experience in 

Canada and is an expert when it comes to electronic traps. Rob will have hands on 

traps for students to look at in the classroom.  

Ace It - Bauer Brown and Albert Clark are the founders of “Ace It”and work full time 

interdiction for the Apache County Sheriff Office in Arizona. They bring years of 

experience to the classroom. 

Hotel/Motel - Van Jackson and Ken Norbut have years of experience in working high 

level narcotic investigations and will bring their expertise to the classroom while 

focusing on hotel and motel invistigations. 

Altered/Cloned and Fraudulent VIN's - This is a nationwide problem and Rick Barber 

knows how to navigate the complex investigations of recognizing and recovering 

these vehicles. 

Interdiction for the Protection of Children - This is a nationally recognized class that is 

taught by Texas DPS. Lt. Sherman will deliver this class that is critical for interdiction 

teams. 
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Afternoon Breakouts 

Dynamic Bus Interdiction - Jeremy Ellison is the founder of Dynamic Police Training 

and has worked interdiction in multiple states. Jeremy has seized over a thousand 

pound of narcotics and is an expert in locating complex compartments within buses 

and commercial motor vehicles. 

Supervising an Interdiction Team - Charles Chapeau and Dennis Overton both have 

multiple years of experience supervising large state interdiction teams and will bring 

their experiences for those looking to sharpen their team. 

Interdicting Car Haulers - Chris Goodman and Robbie Autery are both former 

recipients of the Officer Of The Year Award and will bring their expertise to the 

students when it comes to identifying, investigating and searching car haulers. 

Basics of Interdiction - Ryan Fletcher and Jeff Fuller have been involved in interdiction 

for numerous years and is known throughout the country. Ryan and Jeff will break 

down criminal interdiction in a basic level for those who need a basic understanding 

or who are new to an interdiction team. 

Using Technology for Interdiction - Technology is changing daily and using it to assist 

in interdiction cases is vital to furthering investigations. Members from the Houston 

Police Department  will bring their experiences to the classroom. 

DIAP - This is an introductory course to commercial motor vehicle interdiction  which 

will be taught by Chris Nicholas, the program director for DIAP. 

 

Day 3 

Morning Breakouts 
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Dynamic Bus Interdiction (Jeremy Ellison) 

Supervising an Interdiction Team (Charles Chapeau and Dennis Overton) 

DIAP (FMCSA) 

Interdicting Car Haulers (Chris Goodman and Robbie Autery) 

Basics of Interdiction (Ryan Fletcher and Jeff Fuller) 

Afternoon Breakouts 

Void Management (Traps) (Rob Fletcher) 

 Narco-Trafficker (Randy Thuman) 

Ace It (Bauer Brown) 

Motel/Hotel (Ken Norbutt) 

Altered/Cloned and Fraudulent VIN's (Rick Barber) 

Day 4 

Diamondback Ray Herndon is considered the nations leading expert in commercial 

motor vehicle interdiction and will bring his expertise along with multiple truck and 

trailer displays for students to put hands on. 

 

 

 

Tuesday evening is the annual awards ceremony and dinner.  Hospitality and off-site 

gatherings will be announced daily. 
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